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Fintech and blockchain impact on Japan’s IT services 
Fintech (finance + technology) is drawing global attention as is blockchain as a related 
technology that can be used to build systems highly resistant to tampering, and in this 
report we cover how both are being approached in the Japan market and how adopting 
the technology could impact the IT services sector. We see fintech expenditure more as 
an investment in digitalization at financial institutions looking for an edge than as a 
threat to the existing order, and in Japan this expenditure is trailing well behind the US 
and Europe. We reach three main conclusions: (1) real fintech-related investment should 
come after banks release application programmable interfaces (APIs), which are 
software packages that simplify system integration; (2) blockchain is key to reshaping 
domestic corporate IT budgets; and (3) the technology should have a major, larger-than-
expected impact on the financial and IT services sectors, which we focus on as a long-
term investment theme. 

Blockchain contributes to healthier IT budgeting 
From an IT perspective we focus on full blockchain adoption as a system element. We 
think the technology has the potential to contribute to improving IT budgets at Japanese 
companies. These budgets are only around 2% of GDP, while in the US and Europe they 
are more than 5%. We estimate this is because 70-80% of IT budgets in Japan go to the 
operation and maintenance of existing systems, leaving insufficient capacity for more 
spending in fields that could yield greater benefits. Blockchain technology could greatly 
reduce less efficient spending on the back end and lead toward more optimal IT 
budgeting. 

Positive blockchain impact exceeds the negative 
On the negative side, our analysis of blockchain adoption suggests the resulting 
potential onsite system engineer headcount cuts could pare spending on operations and 
maintenance by around ¥1.7tn (or around 20% of domestic IT expenditure). On the 
positive side, the technology has the potential to enhance business processes by 
preventing double payment and inhibiting data falsification, which could boost IT 
expenditure by ¥4-8tn. We expect IT companies to redeploy system engineers into new 
fields, which should improve productivity in the overall sector. 

Related stocks 
As names related to fintech and blockchain technology, we focus on Fujitsu, Hitachi, 
NEC, NTT Data, NRI, and SCSK. We see the penetration of the Mijin blockchain-based 
platform from Tech Bureau (an unlisted company) as an indicator of the potential 
earnings impact on the domestic IT sector. Outside our coverage, we take note of 
Sakura Internet, GMO Internet, and Infoteria as companies aggressively engaged in 
blockchain technology applications. 
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1. Executive summary 
Fintech is drawing global attention, as discussed in our other reports European Internet 
& Fintech: European Internet & Fintech Conference: Previewing the key themes 2016-
03-18 and Global Technology: Blockchain: exploring the potential 2016-05-31. In this 
report we discuss (1) how the Japanese financial sector is approaching it along with the 
related blockchain technology and (2) how blockchain adoption could impact the 
domestic IT services sector. Our main conclusions are as follows.  

• How Japanese financial institutions incorporate fintech is a critical aspect of their 
operations. 

• Fintech and blockchain adoption in Japan is trailing engagement among companies 
in the US and Europe and is still at the testing and experimentation stage. 

• We see fintech expenditure more as an investment in digitalization at financial 
institutions looking for an edge than as a threat to the existing order 

• From an IT services sector perspective we focus on API releases from banks as key 
to fintech-related IT expenditure. 

• Like cloud computing, we highlight blockchain technology for its potential to 
contribute to improving IT budgets among Japanese companies. 

• Blockchain technology may seem likely to have a negative impact on the overall IT 
services sector in Japan, but we see business opportunities for the prime vendors. 

• We estimate the negative impact of blockchain adoption would be around ¥1.7tn 
while the positive impact of the new business opportunities thereby created would 
be ¥4-8tn. 

• We highlight Fujitsu, NTT Data, Hitachi, NEC, NRI, and SCSK as IT service sector 
majors in our coverage related to the above. Outside our coverage, we note Sakura 
Internet, Infoteria, and GMO Internet. 

  

http://research1.ml.com/C?q=qrb2lIIzYhv4fCXVCPUUHg
http://research1.ml.com/C?q=qrb2lIIzYhv4fCXVCPUUHg
http://research1.ml.com/C?q=qrb2lIIzYhv4fCXVCPUUHg
http://research1.ml.com/C?q=zL5YC53G-Bn4fCXVCPUUHg
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Table 1: Blockchain related companies valuation table 

Ticker Company Name 
Share 
price  

(¥) 

Market  
Cap  

(¥mn) 

Equity 
turnover  

(¥mn) 

P/E 
 

(X) 

P/B 
 

(X) 

ROA 
 

(%) 

ROE 
 

(%) 

Sales 
growth 
(YoY) 

FY2016 
Sales Actual 

 (¥mn) 

FY2017 
Sales Co Est. 

(¥mn) 
(2488) Japan Third Party Co Ltd 496 2,984 0.5 31.73 1.46 2.82 4.59 1.75 4,743 4,800 
(2489) Adways Inc 721 29,982 200.9 207.78 2.37 0.73 1.14 10.37 39,614 42,500 
(3680) Hotto Link Inc 485 5,962 5.8 NA 2.85 -2.55 -7.14 137.25 2,439 2,500 
(3688) Voyage Group Inc 1,085 12,963 7.8 8.20 2.09 13.31 27.88 17.84 17,730 19,500 
(3690) Lockon Co Ltd 2,267 14,306 14.9 68.66 13.17 17.93 20.92 5.67 1,437 1,600 
(3691) Real World Co Ltd 2,050 5,609 2.0 58.79 5.01 2.81 8.40 34.16 3,711 4,200 
(3696) Ceres Inc/Japan 1,760 16,373 51.9 50.33 7.75 10.19 16.61 30.83 3,167 3,652 
(3778) Sakura Internet Inc 865 30,024 87.6 54.25 6.79 3.39 13.21 14.27 12,086 14,500 
(3808) OKWave 470 4,100 2.7 36.60 3.02 6.63 8.62 -15.54 2,737 2,420 
(3853) Infoteria Corp 727 11,198 84.5 157.16 3.95 1.98 2.53 10.16 1,588 NA 
(3914) JIG-SAW Inc 6,090 39,530 83.3 NA 51.15 NA NA NA NA NA 
(3917) iRidge 3,765 10,341 20.1 153.67 12.20 NA NA 55.54 745 1,114 
(6050) E-Guardian Inc 790 8,052 148.0 29.97 5.43 14.28 19.94 22.17 3,019 3,544 
(9449) GMO internet Inc 1,301 150,844 247.0 11.86 4.17 2.33 38.93 15.52 126,337 135,000 

not listed Tech Bureau Corp. - - - - - - - - - - 
Source : Bloomberg  

 
Table 2: IT service and software coverage: valuation table 

Ticker Company Name Share price  
(¥) 

Market  
Cap  

(¥mn) 

Equity 
turnover  

(¥mn) 

P/E 
 

(X) 

P/B 
 

(X) 

ROA 
 

(%) 

ROE 
 

(%) 

Sales 
growth 
(YoY) 

FY2016 
Sales Actual 

 (¥mn) 

FY2017 
Sales Co Est. 

(¥mn) 
(4307) NRI 3,835 920,400 302.3 20.35 2.11 7.02 10.62 3.81 421,439 435,000 
(4704) Trend Micro 3,810 534,516 277.0 24.08 3.56 8.05 14.96 7.91 124,317 138,800 
(4768) Otsuka  5,170 491,155 175.0 20.02 2.89 7.49 15.10 0.54 609,045 639,000 
(6501) HITACHI 481 2,322,963 1,540.8 10.12 0.85 1.38 6.06 2.65 10,034,305 9,000,000 
(6701) NEC 283 737,139 648.0 10.70 0.93 2.69 8.51 -3.89 2,821,181 2,880,000 
(6702) Fujitsu 410 847,879 444.4 9.77 1.08 2.67 11.03 -0.29 4,739,294 4,600,000 
(9613) NTT Data 5,320 1,492,260 555.3 23.55 2.01 3.44 8.37 6.82 1,614,897 1,650,000 
(9719) SCSK 4,060 438,425 119.8 15.63 2.90 7.85 19.39 8.84 323,945 330,000 

ACN US Accenture 115 75,259 307.8 22.34 10.44 20.71 57.99 3.26 32,914 36,206 
IBM US IBM 161 154,899 704.1 11.44 9.85 10.34 81.12 -11.91 81,741 NA 
INFY IN Infosys 1,083 2,487,821 5,595.1 17.81 4.04 19.33 24.14 17.11 624,410 709,954 
TCS IN Tata Consultancy 2,495 4,916,119 3,647.5 19.73 6.71 29.04 38.05 14.79 1,086,462 NA 

WPRO IN Wipro 539 1,331,344 5,413.2 15.12 2.72 12.64 19.06 9.14 512,440 NA 
Source : Bloomberg  
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2. What fintech means to Japan's finance 
sector 

 
Futoshi Sasaki >> 
Merrill Lynch (Japan) 
futoshi.sasaki@baml.com 

  
Investments in digitalization to become "financial institution of choice" 
How to deal with fintech is an important theme for management at Japan's financial 
institutions. Technology is being incorporated into financial services at an 
unprecedented pace worldwide as a result of the spread of smartphones and tablets, 
declines in IT system development costs, and advances in sensor and data analysis 
technology.  

Meanwhile, fintech investments in Japan lag behind those in Europe and the US, and we 
think it will take time for the spread of new financial services based on fintech to cause 
significant changes in existing financial services. For the time being, we think existing 
financial institutions should think of fintech not as a threat but as an investment in 
digitalization aimed at becoming a financial institution of choice.  

Core elements of fintech: Money transfers/settlement and account management 

for consumers 
Fintech is a coinage combining the words finance and technology. In the insurance 
segment, the combination of insurance and technology is referred to as “instech.” 
Fintech used to be a specialty term used to indicate major vendors, but it has morphed 
into an abstract term referring to numerous venture businesses involved in the financial 
services arena. We have classified the specific services included in fintech based on 
actual examples in Europe and the US, where the spread of fintech is furthest ahead.  

Table 3 shows the categories we came up with, while Table 4 shows the details of each 
service. We have come up with six different categories of services: that which supports 
the banks deposit function, that related to lending, that related to money transfers and 
settlement, that related to investing and asset management, that related to insurance, 
and that related to the financial infrastructure. On a global scale, fintech companies 
have been making inroads with retail clients in the area of money transfers and 
settlements. In Japan, in addition to money transfers and settlements for individuals, 
fintech companies have increased their participation in services related to deposits 
(account management).  

Table 3: Financial service categories included in fintech 
 For individuals For enterprises 

Deposit (Account management) PFM Cash Management 
  Expense/payroll management 
  Accounting service 

Lending Housing loans Working capital lending 
 Student loans Crowd funding 
 P2P Lending  

Money transfer / Payment Mobile wallet Mobile POS 
 Prepaid/Debit EC payment 
 P2P money transfer Bill payment 
 International money transfer  

Investment/Asset management Robo-advisor  
Insurance Telematics insurance  

 P2P Insurance  
 Wearable  

Infrastructure Virtual currency Blockchain 
Note: PFM (Personal Financial Management) includes household bookkeeping apps  

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research  

 

mailto:futoshi.sasaki@baml.com
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Table 4: Content of financial services included in fintech 
   
Category Service examples Service description 

Deposit 
(Account management) 

PFM An abbreviation of personal financial management. Provides integrated management of information on bank accounts 
and credit card accounts and the results of data and spending trend analysis useful for saving costs 

Cash Management A service for managing the daily status of deposits/withdrawals by linking with bank deposit accounts and credit card 
accounts 

Expense/payroll management System for managing business expenses and salaries using the cloud. Automatically makes payments to employees for 
salaries and expense reimbursements 

Accounting service A cloud-based accounting service. Automatically makes journal entries and does analysis by linking with credit card 
accounts and POS systems 

Lending 

Housing loans Provides housing loans online. Can also take the form of social lending, recruiting an unspecified number of lenders over 
the Internet 

Student loans Provides student loans online. Can also take the form of social lending, recruiting an unspecified number of lenders over 
the Internet 

P2P Lending Provides a platform for connecting individual lenders of funds with individual borrowers 

Working capital lending Provides working capital loans online. Provides quick credit checks and lending using a sophisticated, automated system 
for loan reviews 

Crowd funding An unspecified number of people provide funds to individuals and organizations with a demand for fending over the 
Internet 

Money transfer / Payment 

Mobile wallet Reads data from a credit card using a mobile terminal and enables settlement with the retailer over the terminal 
Prepaid/Debit Manages the amount stored on a prepaid card and the usage status of a debit card via a website or app 

P2P money transfer A direct money transfer service between individuals via a website or app. Does not go through a bank, and the fees are 
either very low or free 

International money transfer An overseas money transfer service via a website or app. Does not go through a bank, and the fees are either very low 
or free 

Mobile POS A POS system using a tablet or smartphone. Can be managed over the cloud and implementation costs are very low 
EC payment Settlement services for ecommerce merchants 
Bill payment Provides a cloud-based automatic invoicing and payment service to small business owners 

Investment/Asset 
management Robo-advisor A service that uses an algorithm to automate the management of client assets. Fees are low compared with traditional 

discretionary asset management 

Insurance 

Telematics insurance A service that calculates insurance premiums based on driving characteristics and distance driven using an on-board 
sensor that measures vehicle speed and distance driven 

P2P Insurance An insurance service for small groups, including acquaintances. Small insurance claims are paid out of a pool of 
premiums paid in by group members, and excess amounts are paid by an outside insurer 

Wearable A service that calculates insurance premiums and gives cash-back awards based on health status by using a device 
worn by the insured to measure hours of sleep, number of steps taken, and other factors 

Infrastructure 
Virtual currency Bitcoin and other currencies that do not have their value backed by any specific nation-state. Very convenient for 

sending money and settlements, with low fees 

Blockchain Uses distributed ledger technology and distributed networks. Data is not kept on a central server but rather shared by all 
network participants, which keeps operating costs low and makes falsification difficult 

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research  

 

Fintech in Japan told in numbers: Although investment is growing, Japan is way 

behind the West 
It is difficult to measure from outside the scale of the fintech businesses run by 
startups in various segments. We have therefore focused on venture capital (VC) 
investments in those segments (Chart 1 and Chart 2). VC investments in Japan's fintech 
segment started increasing around 2013, and as a result of multiple large projects 
reached a total of about ¥24bn in 2015, with a cumulative total since 2013 of about 
¥50bn. In contrast, fintech investments worldwide, including strategic investments by 
existing financial institutions, totaled about $22bn in 2015. Fintech investment in Japan 
clearly lags far behind that worldwide.  
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Chart 1: Amount of funding by fintech ventures 

 
Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research, based on entrepedia  

 

 Chart 2: Global investment activity in the fintech sector 

 
Source: Accenture's analysis of CB Insights data, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research  

 

Differences with the past: A focus on speed and the regulatory authorities via 

outside alliances 
The convergence of old finance with new technology is already been underway with the 
online brokerages and online banks doing business over the Internet, but we think the 
fintech efforts since 2015 are of a different nature. Existing financial institutions like 
banks and insurance companies have a strong tendency to want to be self-sufficient, but 
the current wave of fintech has put a particularly large emphasis on speed of 
development by leveraging alliances outside the firm.  

The regulatory authorities themselves have been easing regulations to promote the use 
of cashless transactions and faster settlement services by the banks ahead of the Tokyo 
Olympics as well as to foster the growth of new fintech industries, which is one reason 
why financial institutions have emphasized development that leverages outside alliances. 
We think there is another reason for this, which is that management at financial 
institutions sense they are in crisis because of the risk that, with smartphones becoming 
an important interface with customers, the criteria for selecting a financial institution 
will no longer be based on “proximity to an ATM/branch” (Chart 3).  

Chart 3: Reasons for choosing a financial institution (can select up to three answers) 

 
Source: Central Council for Financial Services Information  
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Current system: Open innovation 
Table 5 summarizes the three major banks' fintech initiatives. All three banks have 
continued to search for new services using IT and the Internet, and have established 
specialized divisions to further strengthen that effort. They are all clearly putting a 
priority on open innovation to gain technology and ideas from the outside, and are 
working toward developing and introducing new services by establishing alliances with 
and taking equity stakes in multiple startups both in Japan and overseas. Outside of the 
major banks, several of the key regional banks, including Bank of Yokohama, Chiba Bank, 
and Shizuoka Bank, have made investments in startups and/or participated in funds that 
invest in fintech firms.  

Table 5: Major fintech initiatives of the three megabanks since 2015 
        
  MUFG SMFG Mizuho FG 

Organization/systems 

Digital innovation promotion department: 40 
employees 
Digital innovation promotion department: 20 
employees 

IT innovation promotion department: 50 employees Incubation PT: 20 employees 

Employees permanently stationed overseas: 4 Employees permanently stationed overseas: 4* Employees permanently stationed overseas: 3-4* 

Primary alliances 
US-based Ariba: e-commerce settlement business 
freee: Develops new services for settlement, providing 
credit, and lending 

GMO Payment Gateway: Has taken an equity stake 
(about ¥4bn) in this company to handle settlement 
 
US-based Stripe: Developing the business in Japan *3 

freee: Develops new services for settlement, providing 
credit lines, and lending 
Moneytree: Uses a PFM platform 

Primary open 
innovation initiatives 

fintech Challenge (business contest, hackathon) 
MUFG fintech Accelerator 

Incubation & Innovation Initiative (business support 
consortium) 
SMBC's First Open Innovation Meetup (matchmaking 
event) 

Toyosu no Minato kara Special Edition Presented by 
NTT Data and Mizuho (matchmaking event) 

Other initiatives 

Participates in the planning of the R3 CEV blockchain 
consortium 
Sponsors a hackathon aimed at opening bank APIs 
Enters service alliances with contest winners 

Participates in the planning of the R3 CEV blockchain 
consortium 
Does joint research on blockchain technology with the 
National Institute of Informatics 

Participates in the planning of the R3 CEV blockchain 
consortium 
Offers a simplified balance checking service on Line (a 
messaging app) 
Launched the robo advisor SmartFolio 

Notes: 1. Includes two permanently in station employees from Sumitomo Mitsui Card; 2. Organization as of Spring 2016; 3. An alliance with Sumitomo Mitsui Card 

  API: application programming interface EC: electronic commerce PFM: personal financial management 
Source: Nikkei Fintech  

 

Is fintech friend or foe?  
The relationship between fintech and existing financial institutions is not simply that 
between competitors, but rather a mix of cooperation and competition. For some 
services like money transfers and settlement, there is a possibility new services 
provided by fintech firms will encroach upon the services provided by existing financial 
institutions, but we think the advent of such services as robo advisors for asset 
management have actually enabled existing financial institutions to add such services to 
their product line up and thereby broaden their customer base.  

Can fintech spread purely on the back of startups? A case study from smartphone 

settlement 
In the area of retail settlement, a number of new settlement services have been 
introduced thus far. Cash and transfers between deposit accounts still account for 70% 
of the total, however, and the share of settlement done using credit cards, debit cards, 
and e-money is only growing at a moderate pace (Chart 4).  
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Chart 4: Settlement method's share of private consumption in Japan and US 

 
Source: METI, New Payment Report, Mitsubishi UFJ Research & Consulting, Credit Saison's own estimates based on data published by each company/association, Nilson Report 

 

Smartphone settlement, which had been expected to grow in step with the spread of 
smartphones, only totaled approximately ¥300bn in FY15. The key is to increase the 
efficiency, both in cost and effort, of vetting and managing affiliated stores and 
installing POS register applications, and in many aspects the spread of new technology 
will require existing financial institutions to combine their infrastructures and human 
resources.  

Key areas to watch in Japan's fintech 
Although we think Japan's financial sector is changing in numerous aspects, the current 
state of Japan's fintech overall is still at the investment and development stage, and we 
expect it to take several more years before the use of new services reaches critical 
levels. Our current focus regarding Japan's fintech is figuring out which factors will 
accelerate its increased use and ascertaining the possibility of costs at financial 
institutions being lowered. More specifically, we are focused on two issues.  

Issue 1: Banks opening their APIs 
The application programming interface (API) is a technology that has already been 
commercialized, but it only functions within a financial institution's internal system. 
Opening the API to the outside makes it possible for third parties to offer services 
linked to data on bank transactions, including account balances and 
deposits/withdrawals. For example, e-commerce sites use reference APIs, loan APIs, and 
bank transfer APIs, and thus when consumers purchase goods on their site, it becomes 
possible to simultaneously get information on the account balance and whether a loan 
from the bank is possible, which in turn makes it possible to purchase goods without 
using a credit card (Chart 5).  
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Chart 5: Differences between traditional online services and API-enabled online services 

 
Source: Moneyforward 

 

The Financial Services Agency (FSA) indicated it plans to set up a working group to 
consider the wherewithal of bank APIs during FY16 and plans to carry on detailed 
discussions toward that end. As APIs become more open, startups with new ideas will be 
able to incorporate basic banking functions into their services and applications. We think 
this will provide an incentive to create new products and services with banking functions 
and help accelerate the spread of fintech.  

Issue 2: Blockchain technology 
With negative interest rates inevitably causing a decline in the profitability of traditional 
financial businesses, it has become critical to reduce labor costs and the cost of 
maintaining branches while also streamlining system costs. There has been progress in 
the development of peer-to-peer systems that can substitute for existing accounting 
systems by using the blockchain technology underlying virtual currencies.  

Known as a private blockchain, unlike the public blockchain used with virtual currencies, 
it is a blockchain that can only be accessed by previously registered entities. Using a 
private blockchain makes it possible to greatly reduce system costs. Major banks in 
Europe and the US are making headway developing a private blockchain. This is one area 
of fintech with the potential to lower costs at financial institutions.  

Strategy for investing in the financial sector with a fintech angle 
At this stage, we think the new developments of fintech are unlikely to have a serious 
impact on the fundamentals of existing financial institutions. We think fintech is a more 
important development for the IT services and software sector than for the financial 
sector.  

Within the financial sector, we expect a further increase in investments in startups 
involved with fintech for financial institutions, and the venture capital firms putting in 
the seed money are likely to benefit. Conversely, we expect fintech to be a factor that 
speeds up the decline in the use of cash for transactions over the long term. This 
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suggests the possibility of encroachment on the existing business of the operators of 
ATMs, which provide the source of cash transactions. Particularly worth noting is that 
we expect the domestic ban on cash-back transactions to be lifted as a result of 
deregulation, which would allow retailers’ cash registers to function as ATMs. 

3. Impact on IT services sector 
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In the Japan IT service sector we still expect fintech to drive greater expenditure among 
domestic financial institutions and private corporations (Japan Equity Research: Key 
themes impacting Japan equities: Shift from macro to tech innovation 12 January 2016) 
for two reasons: (1) we look for greater system development business while business-
to-customer (B2C) companies begin offering financial services and banks enhance 
fintech business as financial institutions release application programming interfaces 
(APIs); and (2) we expect more system upgrade projects as more accounting systems 
using blockchain technology are adopted. We focus on the technology as a major 
impetus for change in domestic corporate and government IT budgeting. 

Blockchain technology overview 
A blockchain is a distributed ledger used to record online transactions, wherein the 
entire ledger is updated and simultaneously shared with all participating network nodes 
(a point of connection between servers and client computers). Blocks hold information 
on multiple transactions and a timestamp indicating when the transactions occurred. As 
transactions are verified new blocks are created and added to the previously created 
blocks, thereby creating a blockchain. 

Exhibit 1: Current client-server system and Blockchain P2P system 

 
Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research 

Current IT systems utilize mainly onsite servers with fallback environments in remote 
locations built to mimic the main environment for use in the event of system failure. 
Systems built on blockchain technology do not require such fallback facilities even in the 
event of a main system failure so long as all resources in the environment do not go 
down at the same time. These blockchain systems have three main benefits: falsifying 
data is very difficult, downtime is practically zero (ie, no system halts), and drastically 
lower costs. 

Architecture 
The validity of blocks containing unverified multiple transactions are verified and a hash 
value (a bit string of fixed length computed from a certain amount of data) is generated. 
The newly generated block retains the value of the prior block and a new blockchain is 
thereby formed. 
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Exhibit 2: Blockchain structure 

 
Source: Bitcoin：A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System(https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf) 

That information is shared among all participating nodes and each node confirms the 
validity of the newly generated block. At the same time each node’s blockchain 
information is updated and a new blockchain is formed. All blockchain events are 
recorded in the ledger, which makes falsifying transactions very difficult. System 
failures are essentially nonexistent since even if one system fails, the other participating 
nodes and systems still retain the shared information. 

Exhibit 3: Newly created blockchains are propagated among participating nodes and information is 
updated 

 
Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research 
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Blockchain technology underpins Bitcoin 
Bitcoin is a virtual currency maintained via computer networks. Unlike e-money, 
transactions can be completed without involving real-world currency and as a result 
Bitcoin is gaining traction for its utility in facilitating economic activity similar to official 
national currencies like the yen or US dollar.  

Chart 6: XBT/USD exchange rates 

 
Bitcoin began as a proposal in a paper released by Satoshi Nakamoto in October 2008, which was implemented as an open-source software 
package and released in January 2009. In 2010 the first Bitcoin exchange was launched. The total global volume of Bitcoin is US$6.3bn, or 
less than 1% of the value of Japanese currency in circulation. Bitcoins are transacted at 2,414 locations in the US but only 60 in Japan. 
“Bitcoin millionaires” are generally said to grow wealthy through mining and the number of locations are growing where Bitcoins are used. 
However, Bitcoin investment is mainly speculative and we see no signs suggesting full penetration in the Japan market. 
Source: Bloomberg, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research 

Newly generated Bitcoin and transaction details are distributed and stored by all nodes 
participating in the network. All computers on the network share in maintaining a single 
large ledger, in which a record of all transactions is kept. Considerable resources are 
required to keep up with the ballooning computational load involved with continually 
updating the public Bitcoin ledger. Resources from interested parties are borrowed for 
these computations, after which such parties are rewarded with Bitcoin. 

Why the focus on blockchain? 
The blockchain technology underpinning Bitcoin is attracting attention because the 
distribution of computer resources behind it makes falsifying transaction information 
very difficult, as in securities exchange, and would obviate the need for cross-
verification. IT service companies and financial institutions have begun joining forces to 
test ways of implementing services utilizing blockchain technology. We expect 
developments in account settlement and the Internet of Things (IoT). 

The Bitcoin blockchain is public, central to the currency, and anyone can view the data 
therein. We look for banks to adopt the technology in their accounting systems while 
private enterprises adopt it as a core system technology; we expect trial use and 
experimentation with private blockchain technology to increase. Public blockchain 
transactions occur at around seven per second, which is slow, but with a private 
blockchain transaction processing would likely improve to 1,000 per second. 
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Exhibit 4: Blockchain technology development 

 
Source: Bloomberg, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research 

Blockchain technology has several potential benefits, including operational cost cuts and 
enhanced data handling security, but at present the search for specific applications and 
benefits is ongoing. Examples of such applications include securities trade 
intermediation, transfer of real-estate ownership, and content distribution management 
systems. Medium/long term, we highlight the potential to streamline IT systems in use 
among Japanese companies and government institutions.  

Technology central to spread of blockchain adoption 
We would cite Tech Bureau as a company playing a central role in the use of blockchain 
technology in the Japan market. The venture company develops the Mijin blockchain 
platform, operates the Zaif domestic Bitcoin exchange, and is at the forefront of 
blockchain technology with joint development of services utilizing licensed technology. 

The Mijin platform can be used to create cloud-based permissioned blockchain 
environments usable only by a company or its partners. Conventionally, this required a 
central server model and so connecting systems at specific points, but the Mijin is built 
on the peer-to-peer model (P2P, data transmission and receipt directly between multiple 
equipotent network nodes), allowing any node to process a request from any other node. 
All requests are propagated automatically across all nodes and recorded in the 
blockchain. 
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Exhibit 5: Structuring conventional systems and Mijin-based blockchain 

 
Source: Tech Bureau 

A wide variety of large-scale, sophisticated systems could be built on the Mijin platform, 
including point program services, account settlement, online gaming, mileage programs, 
insurance, and transactions at financial and government institutions. Mijin processing 
capacity among geographically separated nodes at end-2015 was 25 transactions a 
second and the aim is to achieve 100 transactions a second by end-2016. That jumps to 
more than several thousand a second when used with private blockchains, on a par with 
credit card company systems. 

Three core developers behind the New Economy Movement (NEM) virtual currency have 
joined forces with Tech Bureau to work on developing Mijin as a private blockchain 
solution. NEM is a next-generation blockchain project that natively supports 
multisignature accounts, NameSpace (used to manage multiple assets), and Mosaic 
functionality, all of which are blockchain-based technologies utilizing APIs for easy 
handling. 

Mijin is a private blockchain technology developed at Tech Bureau by the core 
developers behind the open source public blockchain technology underpinning NEM, 
which is a next-generation blockchain project initially conceived in 2014. 

Other derivative private blockchains are also attracting attention, including MultiChain 
from Bitcoin and Eris and HydraChain from Ethereum. Each solution differs by 
integration with third-party applications, processing speed, and other factors, but the 
verification and testing phase in each case is moving forward. We look for adoption in 
distribution, rights, contract, and oversight applications. 

Table 6: Relationship between primary public blockchains and private blockchains 

Public Block Chain Description Private Block Chain 
Bitcoin The largest transaction platform in the public blockchain MultiChain 

Ethereum Proceeding in the area of smart-contract Eris 
Ethereum Proceeding in the area of smart-contract HydraChain 

NEM Industry standard API holder and integrating external 
application  Mijin 

Source: Bloomberg, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research 
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4. Blockchain technology as an impetus for 
IT budget reform in Japan 

Like cloud computing, we look for blockchain technology to contribute to improving 
Japanese IT company budgets. According to the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and 
Industry (METI), Japanese corporate IT budgets are around 2% of GDP vs over 5% in the 
US and Europe. This expenditure breaks down to 70-80% for operation and maintenance 
for existing systems on the back end and 20-30% for expanding sales. System upgrades 
are required every five years even for low-value-added processes, resulting in 
considerable development costs and highly inefficient IT systems because system 
development and design differs widely even among companies in the same industry. We 
focus on blockchain as a means to reduce such fixed costs. 

Chart 7: Japanese corporate IT budget composition 

 
Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research estimates based on METI's data  

 

 Chart 8: US corporate IT budget composition 

 
Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research estimates based on METI's data 

 

 
In addition to the above we see potential for blockchain technology to lead to greater 
scope for IT investment in expanding sales vs the current 20-30%. As blockchain-based 
data is very difficult to falsify the number of system administration personnel 
monitoring core systems can be reduced as well as the volume of cross-verification 
process executed manually. In banking as in many industries core systems operate on 
the premises, requiring onsite system engineers, and we see potential for greatly 
reducing expenditure for same along with maintenance expenses. We expect this to spur 
a shift in corporate and government customer IT budgets closer to the US/Europe model 
and become a tailwind for aggressive IT investment. 

Survival of the fittest blockchain 
Blockchain adoption may seem negative for the overall Japan IT services sector as it 
leads to lower maintenance costs among corporate and government customers. Like the 
construction sector, the IT services sector is built on multiple subcontractor layers. 
Prime vendors deal directly with corporate and government customers, and adopting 
blockchain technology should allow them to control subcontracting outsource costs and 
minimize the impact of same. This should in many cases allow prime vendors to redirect 
resources into defining customer system development projects and upstream processes 
while maintenance and monitoring are handled at the subcontractor level. We think 
blockchain penetration would have a major impact on subcontractors as many handle 
system engineering (SE) projects involving the operation and maintenance of customer 
systems, including network system management. 
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Exhibit 6: Hierarchical subcontracting structure of the Japan IT services 
sector 

 
Source: Bloomberg, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research 

 

 Exhibit 7: System development process breakdown by role 

 
Source: Bloomberg, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research 

 

IT service companies will likely see some business contract as blockchain technology 
spreads. However, we still see scope for major medium/long-term growth as (1) IT-
based productivity improvement will be essential in Japan amid the shrinking workforce, 
(2) many government institutions and companies do not employ system engineers, and 
(3) digital business should grow amid the shift from analog systems. The Japan 
Information Technology Services Association (JISA) has 511 corporate members and we 
think the field is crowded with too many players. We expect sustained profit growth 
after the 2020 Tokyo Olympics would be challenging without consolidation in the 
domestic market and a position as a prime vendor for government and corporate 
customers. 

Securing orders for private cloud projects and system development projects leading to 
sales growth (ie, big data) will be essential for major IT service specialists to build 
sustained growth capacity. We believe that there is risk to lose the market share for the 
existing IT service specialists as Fintech and Blockchain companies are growing 
dramatically. In many cases these specialists are establishing themselves as prime 
vendors for their corporate customers, and we focus on whether they can encourage 
aggressive IT spending as domestic IT budgets shift closer to the US/Europe model. 

Market impact calculations 
It is difficult to precisely assess how fintech and the spread of blockchain technology 
will impact IT expenditure, but our calculations suggest one result would be lower IT 
system operation and maintenance costs. We detail two of these calculations below. 

Maximum negative impact on IT service sector: ¥1.7tn 
Adopting blockchain technology would lead to a variety of lower costs, including 
application development, infrastructure equipment procurement, and middleware 
architecture, according to a METI survey. There are approximately 330,000 system 
engineers working in the domestic IT services market, with around (1) 154,000 working 
as system development leads (ie, project managers) and client system managers with 
(2) 177,000 covering onsite system monitoring and maintenance. Adopting blockchain 
technology would change how manned monitoring for system failures is carried out, and 
our calculations suggest this would impact the annual cost of keeping around 177,000 
system engineers onsite at all times (¥10.0mn each), or ¥1.7tn. Total domestic IT 
expenditure is ¥11tn, and this is around 20% of the ¥8.8tn spent on domestic IT 
operation and maintenance. 
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Table 7: Blockchain impact on onsite system operation and maintenance 
headcount 

Item Unit Formula Assumptions 
Dispatched employees to 
end-user companies (persons) 1 177,179  

Man-month cost (SE) 
 (¥mn) 2 10  

System maintenance and 
operation cost (¥mn) 3:1*2 1,771,790  

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research estimates based on METI's data 

 

 Chart 9: Breakdown of onsite and non-onsite system engineers in Japan 

 
Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research estimates based on METI's data  

 

Tech Bureau aims to cut infrastructure costs at financial institutions to one-tenth of 
current levels through the adoption of its Mijin platform, which can support accounting 
and other systems. We estimate financial institutions spend ¥2tn on IT annually, of 
which at least 70% (¥1.4tn) is for operations and maintenance. Based on the above, 
adopting the Mijin platform would reduce this by up to ¥1.3tn. 

Maximum positive impact on IT service sector: ¥8tn 
We project two positive impacts as well. Like Bitcoin, blockchain technology brings 
several benefits: preventing issuing bodies from double payments, inhibiting access 
history falsification, and leveraging the “always on” nature of the system into fund 
transfer, securities trading, point program, and e-coupon services. We estimate the 
economic impact would be ¥746tn. Further, we estimate the economic impact of 
shifting paper-based management to blockchain and utilizing sharing and smart 
contracts would be ¥35.7tn. While these entire sums are not directly tied to IT 
expenditure, we estimate the low end of the ratio to be 0.5-1.0%. This implies at least 
¥4-8tn in system development business opportunities. This would absorb the negative 
impact of adopting blockchain and lead to sufficient positive impact for IT service 
companies. 
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Table 8: Calculations on the impact of blockchain technology 

Area +/- to IT 
spending Information Effect Applicable case Market 

Impact 

Regional currency +/- Issuer parties and usage record etc.. 
Protecting from duplicate payment, the 
difficulty of manipulation and system zero-
down-system 

Remittance, securities trading, Point services, 
Electric coupon etc.. 746tn 

Real estate register + 
Information about property and buildings, 
historical record on buildings, Ownership and 
mortgage etc. 

Protecting from duplicate payment, the 
difficulty of manipulation and system zero-
down-system 

Patent Information, Electronic medical record, 
Documentation, Government requirement 
procedure etc. 

1.2tn 

Supply chain - 
Trading record, processing record, distinction 
of product information, and guarantee 
information etc… 

Protecting from duplicate payment, the 
difficulty of manipulation and system zero-
down-system 

Trading information, Managing noble metal 
plating and jewelry, and art authentic 
information 

 31.3tn 

Sharing economy + Usage right on shared asset, transfer of the 
right and financial asset information etc… 

Protecting from duplicate payment, the 
difficulty of manipulation and system zero-
down-system 

C2C auction, Electric library, Smart lock, 
Digital Contents, ticket services etc… 13.6tn 

Smart contract + Contract terminology, execution record, 
procedure, and operation process etc.. 

Protecting from duplicate payment, the 
difficulty of manipulation and system zero-
down-system 

Derivatives, escrow services, energy 
management, management of testament, and 
liquidation of a company etc.. 

20.9tn 

Source : BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research based on NRI research  

 

5. Developments at related companies 
Blockchain could potentially impact a large number of IT companies, and several are 
already moving to implement blockchain-based systems, including major IT service 
names like NTT Data and NRI, datacenter specialists like Sakura Internet, data 
integration middleware developers like Infoteria, and companies offering a variety of 
internet-based services including account settlement like GMO Internet. 

We expect blockchain adoption to have an impact in two main ways: (1) simplification of 
existing IT systems (positive and negative) and (2) fintech business expansion as 
financial institutions release their APIs. The negative aspect of the former should be 
offset by the positive impact on datacenter business amid greater demand for computer 
resources. The latter is the emergence of a new market, which we expect will be 
positive for IT service companies. 

Simplification of existing IT systems would benefit datacenter specialist Sakura 
Internet as a manager of extensive computer resources and GMO Internet, which 
develops game app back-end systems based on Tech Bureau’s Mijin platform.  Fintech 
expansion should present new business opportunities for the industrial electronics 
names in our coverage, including Fujitsu, Hitachi, and NEC, as well as IT service 
specialists like NTT Data, NRI, and SCSK. We look for greater demand for ASTERIA 
products from Infoteria as API releases support data integration. 

The Blockchain Collaborative Consortium (BCCC) was established on 25 April, and we 
interviewed representatives of 14 participating listed companies. These companies are 
assessing the long-term potential of blockchain applications in their respective fields, 
and over half are at the survey research stage in anticipation of the potential for full-
scale blockchain penetration. 
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Table 9: BCCC participants and our interview subjects (unit: mn JPY) 

Company Name Ticker Market Cap Equity 
turnover 

FY2016 
Sales 
Actual 

FY2017 
Sales 

Co Est. 
Company overview 

Japan Third Party Co Ltd (2488) 2,978 1.9 4,743 4,800 Providing technology services for oversea tech companies 
Adways Inc (2489) 29,774 560.1 39,613 44,000 Adverting for smartphone and internet affiliates 
Hotto Link Inc (3680) 5,962 27.8 2,439 2,500 Cloud service solution provider using social bigdata 
Voyage Group Inc (3688) 13,059 60.9 17,737 19,500 Internet Media business and advertising technology business  
Lockon Co Ltd (3690) 14,167 43.3 1,438 1,600 Marketing platform, adebis and marketing robot services 
Real World Co Ltd (3691) 5,577 12.5 3,710 4,200 Cloud sourcing service  
Ceres Inc/Japan (3696) 16,597 164.8 3,167 3,652 Advertising and media business for smartphone 
Sakura Internet Inc (3778) 30,233 415.8 12,086 14,500 Internet infrastructure services 
OKWave (3808) 4,178 10.4 2,738 2,420 Japan largest Q&A site operator 
Infoteria Corp (3853) 11,275 341.3 1,588 - Database linked middleware solution company 
JIG-SAW Inc (3914) 39,465 333.3 - - Expanding automation solution for servers and IoT devices 
iRidge (3917) 10,355 159.1 745 1,114 Internet services mainly on O2O Solutions 
E-Guardian Inc (6050) 8,103 568.8 3,019 3,544 Real-time online text supervision on the internet  
GMO internet Inc (9449) 151,540 755.8 126,286 135,000 Internet services 
Tech Bureau Corp. - - - -   Operating bitcoin platform, "Zaif", and private block chain platform "mijin" 
Source : BCCC (Blockchain Collaborative Consortium), BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research  

 
Below we summarize how the major players are approaching blockchain technology. 

Simplification of existing IT systems 
Fujitsu 
Together with Mizuho Bank and Fujitsu Laboratories, Fujitsu carried out blockchain 
experiments aimed at streamlining cross-border securities settlement from December 
2015 to February 2016. These experimental systems built on blockchain technology do 
away with the need to build new large-scale settlement systems while enabling 
instantaneous contract information sharing and clearance without the possibility of data 
falsification. The aim of the experiments was to shorten the time from contract to 
clearance from three days to same-day. This can lead to lower costs and low-risk trading. 
Based on the blockchain Open Assets Protocol, Fujitsu built a blockchain system in its 
cloud environment. The experiments confirmed compressing the time involved in 
clearance work is possible. 

US NPO The Linux Foundation created the Hyperledger Project, an international 
collaborative blockchain development initiative. Fujitsu joined the project in February 
2016 as a premier member. 

Hitachi 
Hitachi established its Financial Innovation Laboratory, a fintech R&D organization, in 
Santa Clara, CA in the US. The organization began its work in April 2016 and research on 
blockchain technology is one of the lab’s core activities. 

Hitachi is also a participant in The Linux Foundation project described above. 

NEC 
NEC established a blockchain technology workshop in April 2016 as part of the 
Incubation and Innovation Initiative consortium with SMBC and JRI. The aims of the 
workshop are to (1) verify specific blockchain uses and applications in an evaluation 
environment and (2) study the technological issues involved in implementation through 
September 2016. 

The cross-industry business consortium was established in February 2016 to support 
the development of highly advanced technology and commercialization of related 
business ideas. 
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NTT Data 
The company is engaged in joint research on blockchain technology applications in 
financial services with Orix, Orix Bank, Shizuoka Bank, and NTT DoCoMo Ventures. 
Together with developer Orb, the company is building blockchain-related systems and is 
engaged in technology research. 

The company is also a founding member of the Hyperledger Project and plans to 
leverage its knowledge and experience in building core systems into standardizing a 
system platform appropriate for building highly reliable systems. The project aims to 
build industry-specific applications, platforms, and hardware systems utilizing blockchain 
technology. 

NRI 
NRI is testing and experimenting with blockchain technological applications in securities 
work together with Nomura Securities. In April 2016, the company began examining the 
utility and issues involved with the technology together with the Japan Exchange Group. 
A number of other securities firms are participating, including SBI and MUFG. The first 
round of testing confirmed potential for (1) managing domestic securities data that is 
highly resistant to falsification via data dispersion and (2) eliminating the need for 
cross-verification. 

The company is also participating in trial blockchain technology applications in the 
accounting systems at SBI Sumishin Net Bank. NRI built an environment on Tech 
Bureau’s Mijin private blockchain platform capable of processing 90,000 transactions 
per hour over 2.5mn virtual accounts with no operational issues. NRI is a leader in 
blockchain applications not only in securities, but also in internet banking. 

GMO Internet 
The company is developing management tools based on Tech Bureau’s Mijin platform 
and an app software development kit (SDK) and plans to commercialize a PaaS back-end 
engine. Securing capacity capable of withstanding peak traffic loads and addressing 
opportunity loss due to system failures when traffic exceeds expectations are issues for 
game app operators. Back-end systems utilizing blockchain technology are one way to 
avoid such failures and create a robust system environment. 

Sakura Internet 
Sakura Internet is offering access to the Mijin Cloud Chain Open Beta on its cloud as a 
cloud chain technology testing environment free of charge. APIs allow for free access to 
the private blockchain environment and support building low-cost systems for point 
program applications, accounting systems for banks and e-money, and systems for 
registrations or asset records. The aim is to leverage the above into greater cloud 
service revenue. 

Fintech business expansion as financial institutions release 
APIs 
Fujitsu 
The company established and sponsors the Financial Innovation for Japan (FIFJ) 
consortium, which is composed of around 100 participating companies and aims to 
accelerate open innovation in financial services. The company aggressively promotes its 
Digital Business Platform API among fintech companies and facilitates smart device, 
application, and big data applications. 

In March 2016, the company announced its Finplex solution for the financial sector. The 
solution features APIs for building products and services for account settlement and 
sales management, which it offers not only to traditional financial institutions but also 
to companies newly engaged in financial services (ie, fintech companies). The company 
aims to act as a bridge between the two. 
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NTT Data 
The company has begun offering APIs to link fintech companies and financial 
institutions and services in support of fintech activity. With the integration of Money 
Forward personal asset management and Freee cloud-based accounting, users can enjoy 
safe, highly convenient, seamless service. Linking personal bank transaction data and 
fintech services enhances utility. The company has started its AnserParaSOL internet 
banking service for individuals, is developing the similar AnserBizSOL service for 
corporate users, and aims to expand collaborating fintech services. On 29 February 2016, 
the company announced Shizuoka Bank as the first user of these services. 

Infoteria 
The company develops ASTERIA middleware, used to link data between companies and 
cloud services, and holds top share of the global middleware market (41% in 2015). As 
banks release APIs while the analysis and utilization of big data between clouds via 
commercial software gains traction, we see potential for ASTERIA business 
opportunities to expand. Conventionally, system integration has been necessary to link 
IT systems between companies, but by using ASTERIA companies can reduce integration 
costs by a wide margin. The software was installed at 5,020 companies in Japan as of 
May 2015, and we expect existing customer usage fees to rise as the company acquires 
new customers on greater fintech business and data integration demand. The software 
can integrate cloud services in a non-coding environment between Amazon, Azure, 
Salesforce.com, etc. 

Infoteria is testing and experimenting with blockchain technology in collaboration with 
Tech Bureau and BC Finance, the largest microfinance institution in Myanmar. The tests 
confirm proper microfinancing operations after transferring to a block chain 
environment built using ASTERIA WARP and Tech Bureau’s Mijin platform on top of a 
Microsoft Azure-based cloud holding all the transaction data for the active accounts at a 
single BC Finance branch. Plans call for expansion to all branches in a selected area. 
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2016 Japan Conference 
We will hold our 2016 Japan Conference on 12-16 September at the Grand Hyatt Tokyo 
hotel, where we plan to hold a large meeting discussing the topics covered in this report. 
We look forward to your participation. 

Date: 15 September (Thu), 1400-1450 JST 
Venue: Grand Hyatt Tokyo hotel, Residence Anise 2F 
Innovation track: Fintech panel discussion 

Panelists 
- Takao Asayama, CEO of Tech Bureau 
- Yoichiro Hirano, President and CEO of Infoteria 
- Futoshi Sasaki, brokerage, insurance, other financials analyst at BofAML 
- Mikio Hirakawa, electronics analyst at BofAML 

Moderator 
- Hiroyasu Eguchi, precision equipment, game, and IT services/software analyst at 

BofAML 

Title: How blockchain technology could disrupt existing industrial structures and 

Japanese fintech development potential   
In this session, we will be joined by Messrs. Hirano and Asayama. The former from 
Infoteria chairs the Blockchain Collaborative Consortium (BCCC) while the latter serves 
on the consortium as deputy director while leading blockchain technological 
development as CEO of Tech Bureau. We expect the session to be an excellent 
opportunity to discuss blockchain developments in Japan, the outlook on same, and how 
financial and other institutions are engaging with the technology. Through a panel 
discussion featuring our financial analyst Futoshi Sasaki and our industrial electronics 
analyst Mikio Hirakawa, we will gain a clear view on the current state of blockchain 
technology and fintech in Japan and development potential from both the financial and 
IT sectors. 
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